The Isle of Wight: an island of empire, 1745-1901 KS3 Digital Heritage Map Quiz Activity Sheet
Question
1
2

This is a view of the Isle of Wight taken from space by a satellite (called a satellite map). Zoom in and see if you can find the place
where your school is on the map
Each of the red pins on the map marks a place on the Island connected to the story of an object or document from history. All of
these objects (often called artefacts) and documents (manuscripts) date from the 1700s (C18th) and 1800s (C19th).
Click on a pin on the coast near the sea to select an object. Write down the name of the object you choose:
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Click on a pin in the middle of the Island away from the sea to select another object. Write down the name of the object you
choose:
We can use our map to search for individual objects and find out more about where them – including where they were found and
what they were used for. To do this we use the search box at the top left of the screen which looks like this:

4

Although no longer a defensive castle during the C18th and C19th, Carisbrooke Castle was still the ceremonial centre of the Island
and the official home of the King or Queen’s representative on the Island.
Type Carisbrooke Castle into the search box and press ‘enter’. Write down the name of one object that appears in that place (or
location). Describe what it is and what it tells us about the Castle at this time.

5

Each of these objects tell us something about everyday life on the Island during the C18th and C19th and how they are linked to
four national and international themes of the British empire at this time.
Explore this map by finding the object that answers each question below and recording its ‘clue letter’. Your expedition is complete
when you have all 8 clue letters and have identified the name of a person they spell who was connected with the Isle of Wight in
the C19th

6

Trade Routes of Empire
Type in British East India
Company in the search box
and press enter. You will
discover 3 artefacts from a
shipwreck.
What is the name of the vessel
that sank?
Which artefact was destined
for a mint in India?
What is its clue letter?

Four Themes of British Empire
A Leisured Class
Building Ships of Empire

Defending from Invasion

Trade Routes of Empire
7

A Leisured Class
Queen Victoria had her
summer residence on the
Island at Osborne House. She
ordered something to be
made at Newport for her to
use when travelling around
the Island. Search for Newport
and a list of objects will appear
connected with Newport.
Look at them all until you find
the one Queen Victoria used.

Building Ships of Empire

What is it?
What is its clue letter?
8

Using the search function, find
out about the young girl who
helped her father build ships
on the Island.
What was her name?
What is the clue letter?

Defending from Invasion

Trade Routes of Empire
9

A Leisured Class

Building Ships of Empire

Defending from Invasion
Look for an object about the
Isle of Wight’s links to war that
is made from cotton.
What is it?
Who used it and where?

What is the clue letter?
10

Find the objects and
documents on the map linked
to slavery.
What was the name of the Isle
of Wight family that took their
ships to Africa and traded
enslaved people who had
been kidnapped with
plantation owners in the
Caribbean?

What is the clue letter?

Trade Routes of Empire
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A Leisured Class
The Industrial Revolution
created a growing number of
wealthy leisured and retired
people on the Island. They
needed domestic servants to
look after them. People with
little money (often called poor
at the time) took these jobs
but needed training.

Building Ships of Empire

Name somewhere on the Isle
of Wight where girls received
training for domestic service?

Now, find the name of one of
a woman who was a domestic
servant who lived and died on
the Island? What is the clue
letter?
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Look for the object that gives
information about ship repair
taking place in Cowes during
this period.

Defending from Invasion

What did these ships often
carry? And where did they
come from?

What is the clue letter?
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The artist, Thomas
Rowlandson, painted a
number of watercolour
pictures on a visit to the Island
in 1791.
Where on the Island did he
paint a picture of the Isle of
Wight Militia?
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What is the clue letter?
You should now have identified 8 clue letters. Write them all down here and find the surname of a British artist associated with the
Isle of Wight who painted military scenes.

Ask your teacher more about this artist

